This course is designed to analyse the main developments in eighteenth century India along the following axes:

1) an overview of the Mughal polity;
2) the breakdown of Mughal imperial system and the emergence of regional political formations as distinct, and not merely, 'successor' regimes;
3) the social and cultural contexts of regional growth and the shaping of interconnected regional economies;
and (4) the ramifications of the early-colonial intervention.

The break-up of the themes is as follows:

I. The Mughal Empire in the late 17th and early 18th centuries: a historiographical and thematic overview:
   • historiography of the decline of the Empire.
   • the legacy and the crisis;
   • centralization question;
   • emerging fissures in the imperial system;

II. The politics of reorganization of the old regime:
   • the centre, local society and the countryside;
   • the urban and the urbane in the new milieu;
   • consolidation of religious gentries: inam, madad-i-ma’ash and la-kharaj;
   • the ‘new’ social groups and their political participation;
   • landed magnates and control over local societies;
   • the regional political orders within the Mughal political ambit and without: some regional case studies.

III. Economic implications of regionalization:
   • ‘military fiscalism’ and zones of military resource consumption in the regions;
   • local resource controllers and regional economies;
   • bankers, local business and regional state finance;
   • money and agrarian financing: the ijaradari;
   • landed and religious gentries;
   • production and market networks;
   • merchants and the profile of intra-regional trade.

IV. The coming of the East India Company:
   • the emergence of new political equations: some regional case studies;
   • changing notions of authority and jurisdiction;
   • state and landed property;
   • new revenue experiments in Bengal;
   • the Permanent Settlement;
   • economic intervention: monopoly trading and the spread of private trading interests;
   • impact on indigenous capital and business;
   • state and market;
   • the nature of agrarian commercialism;
   • the drain of wealth: quantities and implications.

V. Tradition and Transition in the 18th century:
   • Ideological, social and cultural constituents of the new regimes
   • The end of early modern India?
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